
 

 
 
Study program/programs: Basic Academic Studies - Security Studies 
Teaching course name and code: TERRORISM AND ORGANIZED CRIME 
Teacher: Professor Zoran O. Dragišić, Ph.D.  
Status: Obligatory course / professional-applicative (PA) 
ECTS: 6.0 
Requirements:  
Teaching course objective: 
The main objective of the course is acquiring knowledge on terrorism as an asymmetric form of 
warfare and as a strategy that various political and other movements use through the entire history of 
human society. The specific objective of studying this subject is reflected in the need for students to 
acquire the necessary knowledge of the concept of organized crime and the link between organized 
crime and terrorism. Additionally, it is essential that students perceive basic forms of modern 
organized crime and understand its security dimension. Since contemporary organized crime also 
represents a kind of political strategy, this, in addition to criminological, gives it a security dimension, 
too. 
 
Teaching course outcome: 
Developed knowledge and attitudes on the issues of terrorism and organized crime. Ability to 
independently produce a security assessment of a terrorist threat and the security threat posed by 
organized crime. 
Contents of the course 
Lectures 
Different understanding of the concept of terrorism; causes of modern terrorism; modern terrorist 
organizations; the division of modern terrorist organizations; religiously motivated terrorism; 
insurrectional terrorism; separatist terrorism, ideological terrorism; terrorist act, types and methods of 
execution; the concept of organized crime; contemporary criminal groups; terrorism and organized 
crime. 
Practice classes 
Modus operandi of modern terrorist groups; making a security assessment of a terrorist threat; making 
operational plans for protection against terrorism. 
 
Literature  
1. Mijalkovski, M., Odgovor terorizmu, FCO, Beograd, 2005. 
2. Sejdžmen, M., Terorističke mreže, Altera, Beograd, 2007. 
 
Number of active teaching classes:4/60 Other classes 
Lectures:3/45 
 

Practice 
classes:1/15 

Other forms of 
teaching: 

Study research: 
 

Teaching methods: 
Lectures, seminars, practice classes and consultations. 

Knowledge evaluation (maximum score 100) 
Pre-exam obligations score Final exam  score 
Activity during lectures 10 Written exam  
Practice classes 10 Oral exam 30 
Colloquium(s) 2x15 ..........  
Seminar(s) 20   
Total:  70  30 

100 
 
 
 
  


